Compatible Aftermarket parts for discontinued ddrum products
Available for Purchase from: www.drumfactorydirect.com Model #’s listed below.
Please read the list of parts carefully below. These after market parts will fit discontinued Kits
such as the Dominion, Dios, Diaton, Diode, and Paladin and Diablo series. We did offer original
replacement parts for sometime, but some of these kits are over 10 years old and we no longer
stock them. However these parts below, as they may not be original will get your kit up and
running like new. Please see the item ID numbers or Links to the correct part.

Lugs
TU-25S -1inch Tube lugs for bass and toms will fit Ddrum DIOS drum sets and USA
Ddrum kits (some models)
L03-0203 Will work with our DOMINION and Diablo SERIES KITS Bass, toms and
Kick in both Chrome and Black nickel

Spurs
BDS-007 and BDS-007B fit our DOMINON style spurs…Mounting holes on the Bass
drum will need to be filed out slightly for this spur to fit exactly. NO RE DRILLING
NEEDED
TBS50----Works with our DIOS series kits
BDS001---Will work with our DIATON Acrylic series kits
BDS002--- Fits our HYBRID CK kit
UPSP10---- Will fit our First Generation DIODE Acrylic kits

Floor tom Brackets/Tom brackets
TM004- Works with ALL of our REFLEX and PALADIN SERIES KITS Floor toms
and MOUNTED RACK TOMS.

Suspension mounts
Suspension mount for ddrum specific items can be found here: http://
www.drumfactorydirect.com/index.php?main_page=index&manufacturers_id=132
Aftermarket suspension mounts will work as well.
http://www.drumfactorydirect.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=6_105_77

Bass Drum Claws
All the BC-004 style claws will work for our Reflex and Paladin kits…we also have a
powder coated black claw for our RSL series.
BC-010 Will work with our DIOS series Kits
DC-016 Will work with our Dominion series kits
Here is a complete list of Claws offered. You can use any kind you desire for ddrum kits.
Obviously the mini claws will not work with the bass drum.
http://www.drumfactorydirect.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=6_107_81

HOOPS
Hoops for ddrum specific items can be found here http://www.drumfactorydirect.com/
index.php?main_page=index&manufacturers_id=132

Aftermarket hoops will work as well. http://www.drumfactorydirect.com/index.php?
main_page=index&cPath=6_7

Misc. parts

Misc. parts such as springs, wing nuts, lug screws, tension rods, washers, Bass drum spur
screws, snare wires, etc can be ordered from www.drumfactorydirect.com as well. Please
see the link below.
http://www.drumfactorydirect.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=6

